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Jersey girl
Interview | Actress-turned-designer
Liv Tyler is taking the British brand
Belstaff beyond the leather. By Grace Cook

I

think [the Belstaff woman is] a sort
of no-nonsense, feminine yet
adventurous sort, who doesn’t give a
....” Liv Tyler is standing in a corner
of Victoria House in Bloomsbury,
London, surrounded by photographers
and models. She is talking me through
her spring/summer 2017 collection for
Belstaff, the British house founded in
1924 and famed for its motorcyclewear.
The actress has been working with
Belstaff for the past two seasons, first as
a brand ambassador and now as a
designer. As such, she joins a growing
number of celebrities and actresses who
have been signed up to work with fashion labels. For Tyler, 39, who made her
screen debut in 1995 (and will be familiar to audiences as the star of Stealing
Beauty, Armageddon and The Lord of the
Rings), this collaboration is a first foray
into fashion design.
Tyler is taking her new role seriously
(she’s already been down to the store on
Bond Street to figure out the Belstaff client), and the resulting collection blends
diligent research and her own personal
style. The first 12-piece winter line is in
stores now. The spring collection is a
bigger offering, with pieces in every category. Highlights include a Breton
stripe sweater, a printed cotton jumpsuit and a strappy flat sandal - the collection will arrive in stores in January.

“Up until this point, I’ve mostly been
designing what I want to wear,” she says.
She’s dressed in a floral zipper jacket of
her own design, knee-length black
pleated skirt and spindly stiletto heels:
she’s clearly into a smart-casual mix.
Tyler was inspired by aviation pioneer
Amelia Earhart (another no-nonsense,
adventurous woman who probably
didn’t care what other people thought),
and plundered the archives of her own
wardrobe for further ideas. “That was
the idea behind the parka,” she says of a
khaki nylon gabardine jacket lined with
a fluffy white goat’s hair gilet. “We used
to wear them in the ’90s in New York —
we called it the bomber jacket and you’d
get them in the Army & Navy stores. I
wanted to create something that men
and women can wear.”
Whether the average man can pull off
a fur-lined jacket is debatable, but the
collections feature many masculine
traits. For autumn/winter, a doublebreasted greatcoat offers a take on the
Belstaff original created for Benedict
Cumberbatch’s Sherlock, while the Neel
jacket, with big brass buttons, riffs on
vintage military attire.
For Tyler, long celebrated in the fashion press for her vintage style, these historic accents are essential. “I love rediscovering things that are 20 years old. A
lot of the times on film you borrow

Celebrity collaborations: fashion’s new hook-ups
When Kate Moss designed her first
Zayn x Versus
range for Topshop in 2007, it got both
the fashion industry and consumers
excited, writes Carola
Long. Moss was at the
peak of her paparazzi
and fashion appeal, and
the idea that people
could buy her wardrobe
at a fraction of the price
proved highly successful.
In the years that
followed, when every
celebrity seemed to jump
on the brand bandwagon,
the concept became jaded.
Petah Marian, senior editor
of retail intelligence at trend
forecaster WGSN says: “It got tired.
Consumers were getting a cheaper
version of a celebrity’s wardrobe, but
the products were overexposed in the
press. Everyone knew that you were
wearing the high-street
version, so it lost its social
cachet.” Lately, though, the
collaboration has made
a comeback. Today’s
celebrity designers are
much more than just
clothes horses.
“The reason these
collaborations are doing
well now is that the
credible ones appear to be
an extension of the artist’s
creativity,” says Marian. They’re also
very lucrative. “You only need to look
at the hype around Kanye’s first
collaboration with Adidas in 2015 to
see that,” she says. “Kanye was
credible because of his publicly stated
ambitions as a designer.
Consumers don’t
perceive him as just
sticking his name on
something.”
The brands also
benefit from an
unprecedented
exposure to a new
audience. “People
were waiting for 15
hours to get access to
Kanye West’s Life of Pablo pop-up
stores,” Marian says. “When brands
collaborate with celebrities, they are
looking to harness the passionate
community around those celebrities.
They want to gain a halo effect by
association.”

That’s Zayn as in Zayn Malik (pictured
left with Donatella Versace),
ex-member of boy band One
Direction and boyfriend of
the model Gigi Hadid.
Having appeared in the
front row of the Versus
show in September, he’s
now designing a collection
(to launch next May) and
will be the face of the next
two Versus campaigns.
“Zayn is one of the most
exciting personalities on
the world stage right
now,” said Versace of the
collaboration, “and given Zayn’s
huge fan base around the world, I
expect there will be a lot of excitement
about what we create together.”

Michelle Dockery
for Aspinal
For the brand looking to
widen its appeal and cement
an impression of British
heritage, this collaboration
with one of the Downton
Abbey cast was in many ways
inevitable. Michelle Dockery
(pictured left), who plays
Lady Mary in Downton
Abbey, has created a Dockery
Collection of extremely
ladylike top-handle bags and
scarves for Aspinal of London, inspired
by Dockery’s grandmother. Launched
this autumn, prices start from £595
(and go up to £1,195 for the large
Dockery bag), and come in colours
from a deep bordeaux croc to peacock.

Alexa Chung
and Ugg
Alexa Chung (pictured
left) might be helping
Marks and Spencer
rediscover its archive,
and launching her own
label, but she still found
time to art-direct Ugg’s
new campaign for the
launch of the Classic II boot. The
campaign, which Chung oversaw from
concept to casting, features creative
women known for their sense of style.
Will Chung be able to help the
American-owned shoe brand reboot
its “footballer’s wife on the school
run” stigma? Watch this space.

clothes from rental houses, so I see that
stuff a lot — vintage things, not necessarily new things — and sometimes the
handiwork is incredible. I know people
who have had Belstaff jackets for 20 or
30 years, and they look amazing.”
Is design any different from acting?
“Going to work and [knowing] I wasn’t
going to be on camera — that was a
whole new feeling,” she laughs. “They’re
very different experiences, that’s what
took me a minute, I think. There’s not
the same freedom with acting. With acting, there’s a lot more preparation and
thought. With fashion, you can come up
with ideas and execute them really
quickly. If you have an idea for a shoot
you can be doing it a week later, and it
can be in the magazine after that. I felt
with the fashion, I had to be comfortable
with improvising. You have to be very
open, and allow yourself to just go, ‘Let’s
do this or let’s try that’.”
Tyler insists she hasn’t simply put her
name to this collection. She’s spent time
in the design studio in London, working
with Belstaff’s creative director Delphine Ninous, with whom she bonded
over babies (Tyler gave birth to her
third child Lula in July, Ninous’ firstborn son arrived in March).
“It’s a whole new creative process for
me,” she says. “We design the idea and
then we send it away and there’s a whole
team of people interpreting the thing.
And then you do fittings, where you
have the piece but you can make a lot of

‘There’s not the
same freedom
with acting as
with fashion.
I had to be
comfortable
improvising’

Left: Liv Tyler wearing
a Belstaff leather jacket.
Above: Tyler with
models wearing her
SS17 collection
Claire Shilland; Dave Benett

changes. There are so many details: the
hardware, the zippers, the placement,
colour, the length of the sleeves, exactly
where the waist is going to go . . .” She
has also sat in on board meetings, produced a campaign movie and been
involved in all the creative decisions.
“Everything, from what the label looks
like to what the party will be like.”
Tyler’s confidence is growing, and her
SS17 line is more adventurous. She also
had more time “to make a more cohesive story. The first time we only had a
couple of days to do everything,” she
says, as a model stalks about in cutesy
polka-dot separates toughened up with
a leather jacket. Ditsy floral prints cover
pyjama shirts, and a sweet doublebreasted short-suit is made in a buttery,
olive suede. A pair of jeans also comes
cropped and wide-legged — unlike those
offered at Belstaff, where the favoured
trouser silhouette is skinny. There’s an
array of fabrics — and colourways.
Alongside her new career as a
designer and having another baby, Tyler
has moved her family of five to London
and finished filming the latest season of
Damon Lindelof and Tom Perrotta’s The
Leftovers (which will screen on HBO
next year).
Learning to improvise has come in
handy. “I feel invigorated,” she says. “To
not just be the face of something. I’m
getting to design a collection, and it’s so
exciting.” She adds: “I really am enjoying the creative part.”

